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Words of our Beloved Prophet
Maitreya’s Garden, early July
Thank you Elohim for the beauty of the earth.
Thank you for the wonderful possibility to change
and to make nature look less beautiful than what we
have inside.
We must create the best garden, the most beautiful one inside ourselves.
We must create in our brain a garden that is so
beautiful that the most beautiful garden outside will
look ugly. This is the role of your consciousness.
The most beautiful Zen garden is inside our brain,
and we can create a beautiful balance between outside
and inside.
When you reach the top level of consciousness, it
means that you have reached the best balance between
outside beauty and inner beauty. Then you will look at
a rose and say “what a beautiful pink flower that is inside myself.” You can look at a lotus flower in the water
and say “what a beautiful flower I have inside my brain
opening like a lotus flower by consciousness. And you
will look at the lines in the sand, the lines that are exactly like our brain because before our brain was just
sand but with consciousness and action we have created
lines..

Last April, our Beloved Prophet spent a few weeks in
Las Vegas and a rose bush was just across his office.
Every day, several times a day, our Beloved Prophet
has sent his love to the rose bush hoping it would
produce beautiful roses before his departure.
Just a week before his departure, the roses bloomed,
amazing all of us who could witness the power of
love ....
This rose bush has been planted at the same time
than 10 others which were not in the direct sight
of our Beloved Prophet but received as much water
and sun as that one... their roses appeared much
later, all at the same time...

That’s where meditation and discipline are very important. If we practice them, we can be in total harmony
with the outside and the inside. Look at the lines outside and think about the lines you created in
your brain through meditation and discipline. what is the reason of these a
And why do you need to do this, what is the reason of this all? It’s love. Meditation is love. Discipline is love. If you do not use discipline and meditation, you do not love yourself.
It is exactly like when you love a flower, you garden it, you clean the ground around.. It is the
same with your inner garden. To have beautiful roses inside, you need gardening and you need
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gardening tools. To have a beautiful consciousness gardening inside your brain is love.. to have
beautiful roses in a garden is discipline. Gardening in the garden and gardening in your brain is very
similar.
Thank you Elohim.
.....
When you are very happy, time stops. You do not know what time it is and you do not want to
know. That’s a kind of philosophy. For a long time people lived without a watch. On the Elohim
planet, there is no watch. .When you are in harmony you don’t need to know what time it is. It’s
always time to be happy.
What time is it? It’ s HAPPY TIME.
Which hour it is? It’s HAPPY HOUR.
When is it time to eat? When you are hungry.
When is it time to sleep? When you are sleepy.
When is it time to make love? When you feel like it.
When is it time to drink? When you are thirsty.
When we do that, we are
back to our natural
genetic code clock.
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New Honorary Guides
Noam Chomsky
Rael has named Naom Chomsky “Honorary Guide” of the
International Raelian Movement.
Noam Chomsky is professor (emeritus) of linguistics at the
famous MIT in Massachusetts, USA. His is a name admired by
many academics and peace activists the world over. Similarly, it is
a name which makes the neo-conservatives writhe up in frustration since they have never been able to intelligently counter his
brilliant, comprehensive and logical criticisms on topics such as
US foreign policy, U.S. government and media manipulation. He
has been an activist for over 40 years and is held in high esteem –
or fear – depending on which side of the debate one finds them
self. Right-wingers usually end up labeling him as some fanatical left-wing kook instead of actually
trying to debate him. ;-)
One of Mr. Chomsky’s interviews can be seen here. (The 2nd video down) http://mediashit.org/
news.php?extend.158.19
You will definitely recognize the Raelian Guide there:-)
Jacques Fresco
On October 7th, Jacques Fresco was also nominated Honorary Guide.
Jacques fresco is an industrial engineer, architectural designer, social engineer and futurist whose utopian world has
a lot in common with what we want to build, more robots to
do our work, more comfort for all and a planetary vision of our
society. He is an advocate of the necessity to change our culture
so that we can face the future, a future within an infinite universe.... very inspiring.
For example Fresco argues that the world is rich in natural
resources and energy and that —with modern technology and
judicious efficiency— the needs of the global population can
be met with abundance, while at the same time removing the current limitations of what is deemed
possible due to notions of economic viability. He says that for this to work, all of the Earth’s resources
4
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must be held as the common heritage of all people and not just a select few; and the practice of rationing resources through monetary methods is irrelevant and counterproductive to our survival.
You can see some more his statements here: www.thevenusproject.com
Gadou Vincent Grabe
Last July, Mr. KRAGBE Gadou Vincent, was also
named “Honorary Guide” by the Raelian Movement after
his exemplary commitment to the creation of the city of sciences called Town of the Technologies of Information and
Biotechnologies (TTIB) in Ivory Coast on one hand (he is
the CEO of TTIB) and, on the other hand, for promoting
the cooperation with countries that considered emerging
countries: China, India and Brazil.
The VITIB is a marketing and management company
operating in the free zone. It is specialized in biotechnologies as well as information and communication technologies and has been operational for two years now. It has set up technological laboratories in these two specialties and also an institute of languages offering English and Chinese courses.
Furthermore, it has created a center to generate a business spirit within the population. This newly
created city of science whose goals is to pursue scientific research and development in the areas that
suit the true development of Kama, is very similar to the one our Beloved Prophet described a few
years back when He visited Ghana and then Congo. Mt Gragbe has been one of the few visionnaries
who worked hard to make such a project happens. For the past year, he counted in his team Hortense
Gbedia Dodo, our dear Raelian Bishop who brought
her exceptional knowledge on GMO
to the center, designing within the
VITIB the tools and actions needed
for Kama to be fully autonomous in
that area.
Congratulations Mr Gragbe and
welcome to the Elohim team for a
better Humanity!
on the picture with Pehery, National Guide of Ivory Coast, Tai,
Continental Guide and Gbedia, on
the day they delivered the Honorary
Guide certificate.
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News and Views
Prayer in Uganda
RAEL asked the President of Uganda and the members of the parliament not to soil the memory
of their ancestors with prayers that are going against the Kamite tradition. Prophet RAEL made
this comment following the publication of an article found on apanews (http://www.apanews.net/
apa.php?page=show_article&id_article=76775) according to which “President Museveni will direct
prayers against moral decadence in Uganda”. The country’s leaders consider that “moral decadence
has afflicted the nation with vices such as pornography, nude dances and homosexuality”.
Rabbis for Human Right
Rael has expressed its support to the Israeli group ‘Rabbis for Human Rights’, led by Rabbi Arik
Ascherman who has led a never-ending campaign to persuade the army and police to enforce the Palestinian olive growers’ right to farm their land despite the settlers’ attempts to stop them. According
to an article published on the Independent, “a group of the association was confronted last year in
the South Hebron Hills by settlers who fired shots from a pistol and an M16 assault rifle, despite the
presence of the army and police. “Then one of the soldiers said, ‘Look, one of them is coming down
with a jug of water for you’. The settler emptied the jug over me. It was full of human shit.”
Asked why he and his volunteers make this often risky mission each year, the US-born rabbi says
“if we really believe” the Biblical text that all human beings are made in God’s image, “we have got
to put our money where our mouth is and be here in an active way to defend human rights”. And he
also cites the “dialogue of the olive groves” in which Israelis and Palestinians who “have to live and die
here together” have “no choice but to communicate” if they also work together. “I think this is not
only the just and right and Jewish thing to do, but it’s the self-interested thing to do. We are going to
survive.”
This is the Jewish thing we Raelians like…
US Debt Clock reaches $10 trillion
The Debt Clock posted on a wall in NY is in need of a
change; it cannot show the huge national debt anymore since
it is now larger than $10 trillion. The clock wasn’t able to go
higher than 9,999999999... etc:-)
Our Beloved Prophet commented on the huge debt:
The truth is that the United States of America will never
be legally able to get rid of such a debt and not even pay a
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fraction of the interests. This is the end of the world monetary system as we know it and a great opportunity for the instauration of a world currency. The process will be of course very painful, but will
help humanity reach a new level toward the ‘planetarisation’ of humanity .We are lucky to live these
wonderful times which bring us closer to the Elohimisation predicted in The Messages. It’s time to
stop trusting the banks and the paper called money by governments printing it overnight without any
real value. Don’t forget that there are much more dollars outside the US (some people say 10 times
more) than inside the country and that if everybody sell it at the same time, it may lose as much as
90 % of its value.
About privacy
Max Mosley, president of the FIA , the International car association, successfully sued a U.K.
tabloid for publishing photos of him in his personal life. The U.K. Court ordered the News Of The
World tabloid to pay Mosley about $120,000US (60,000 pounds), saying that the method used to
film him was an unlawful invasion of his private life. The tabloid tried to retaliate claiming that he was
some sort of Nazi sympathizer just because he dressed a certain way at a private party.
After his successful suit, Max is taking things a step further in trying to change the privacy laws in
the U.K. His lawyers confirmed Max has also issued an application to the European Court of Human
Rights, in the hope that UK’s privacy laws will be changed.
Rael commented “This is a very important obligation that should be respected by all media in
all countries: to inform the people they will write about before publication in order to give them the
possibility to get an injunction from a judge stopping the publication. This is extremely important
because even if the victim wins damages in court from the “mediashit” companies (that are absolutely
everywhere), the moral and character damage has already been done to the person since the media’s
lies stay forever in the mind of the public, poisoning the public opinion conditioned by these liars.”
About the Pope
In a recent statement, the pope said that some people think that god is dead... here is what our
Beloved Prophet answered:
The pope, as usual, demonstrated infinite stupidity. Intelligent people around the world don’t say,
‘god is dead.’. What they do say is, ‘There is no god.’ These two statements are deeply different. To be
dead, you have to have been alive before. And since there never was a god, something that was never
alive and never existed cannot be declared ‘dead.’ The same is true of ‘the holy spirit,’ which of course
never existed, being the pure invention of primitive people.
Thanks to science, humanity now realizes at last that all such absurdities were imposed by primitive religions, with the help of governments that used them to have greater control over the population. They were also used as a pretext for pillaging the world during the colonization era, under the
7
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guise of ‘spreading the true faith.’
Due to scientific advances, humanity now realizes that the universe is infinite, and that we can
cure all diseases – which are natural phenomena, not the punishment of some sadistic god. “Even
death will be suppressed, thanks to cloning,”
People now realize that women are equal to men and that they have the right to decide whether
they want to have a baby or not.
Thanks to contraception and abortion, they know that a baby – even the pope – is not ‘a gift
from god’ but the fruit of the meeting between a sperm and an ovum. And people also know that gay
people are not ‘sinners,’ since homosexuality is genetic, and that there is no such thing as original sin.
The concept of everyone being born guilty – even before doing anything – was used to spread guilt,
in the name of ‘a god of love.’ People today know that sex is good, that it’s the most natural pleasure,
and that it can be enjoyed freely without deciding to create a child.
It’s to be expected that the new humanity, freed from superstitions, is staying far away from
churches and temples and visiting sex shops and swingers clubs instead. That’s why European churches are empty, and it’s why there are no new priests to replace the old ones. The purpose of life is to
be happy, spread love, happiness and peace. That purpose can be achieved much more successfully
without the concept of a god. The church is dead, but not god, for he was never alive in the first place.
He never existed!
Congratulations to the Senegal authority
Our Beloved Prophet has sent his congratulations to the Senegal authorities after issuing a warrant against a French judge who himself issued a warrant against some leaders of the country. The
French judge made those warrants based on the fact that 22 French citizens died in a boat accident
in Senegal along with several thousands Senegalese people. The French judge estimated that the Senegalese government was at fault.
Our Beloved Prophet commented : This is a great response of tit for tat against an ex-colonial
power still thinking as a master of Africa. A French judge would never had issue warrants against
American or Israeli officials if French citizens had been killed in an accident in these countries... All
African countries must do the same to push the French government to think twice before doing such
things.
Spores, a nice new video game as described below by our Beloved Prophet
‘This is an interesting video game about intelligent design , while it was supposed to be about
evolution , but it is in fact illustrating that evolution cannot exist. You start the game with a bacteria
which you make evolve to a larger multi-cellular animal, selecting which modification you wish,
then it climbs out of water using the legs you design for it , then it develops into a tribe, then a civi8
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lization which will unify a planet, then finally reaches
interplanetary civilization level where you explore the
universe and make contact with other forms of life.
The first stages where you design your forms of life
is by far the most interesting part. When you reach
the village level the form of life you created, doesn’t
change anymore and it becomes just a boring real
time strategy and mostly violent game . But designing your own creature is just great. A real “elohimisation” school and a training for those who will have the
privilege to do it for real in the future.... And what
a great preparation for young generations to receive
the Messages ! And it’s a massive online game....just
too bad we cannot play through IP addresses between
Raelians...
http://www.gamespot.com/pc/strategy/spore/review.html
Sex addiction or godhoolics:
“there is no such thing as sex addiction , just godhoolics” trying to normalize sexual life” declared RAEL after reading a CNN article stating that around 6% of the US population suffers from
sex addiction which they described as ‘extensively using pornography, having affairs, sleeping with
prostitutes, and masturbating excessively, to the point where such behaviors get out of control’.
RAEL explained: “There is no such thing as “sex addiction”. We have been created for pleasure.
The therapy proposed to cure looks really American, full of judeo-christian sex guilt and trying to
“normalize”people. Even adding anti-depressant to their therapy which are real poisons ! And the
worst of all : saying that marriage and fidelity is the ultimate goal. If these people were in power we
would soon see a kind of inquisition coming back and burning people judged guilty of “fornication”.
These freudian “therapists” are those in need of a therapy. They are in fact “godhoolics” or “abstinence
talibans”. And all of this is based on their judeo-christian culture saying that sex outside marriage
and even masturbation are sins. While it is scientifically proven that masturbation is very good for
health as well as regular sexual activity and that people with very high sexual activities are those with
the highest intelligence and creativity and the highest level of non violence. For sure the pro Bush pro
war conservative people are those with the lowest sexual activity and the highest sexual guilt.
Thanksfully millions of Americans are enjoying free sex outside marriage and they are the healthiest Americans and many amongst them enjoy swinging. Make love not war ! And remember there is
no such thing as sex addiction ! But for sure there is “god addiction” and a lot of “godhoolics” always
ready to make you feel guilty or abnormal if you enjoy sex and masturbation. These “godhoolics” are
9
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ready to support any war while limiting pleasure and orgasms as real judeo-christian talebans. Enjoy
your next orgasm and remember it’s the best way to meditate and feel connected to infinity wether it’s
with a partner or through masturbation.
New Mexico stairs
You may have received in your email a story about a staircase mysteriously built in a church in
New Mexico and that is supposedly a miracle in the way it is holding up.... if you believe in such
things, please make sure that you visit the following site that will help you de-mythicize all these
miracle stories.. http://www.snopes.com/
.And of course, there is nothing miraculous in the New Mexico staircase:-) http://www.snopes.
com/horrors/ghosts/loretto.asp
The effect of meditation
Clarification by Daniel Chabot (head of teachings) and Marc Rivard (national guide for Canada
and physician) concerning the new meditations learned during the seminars last Summer in Europe...
(This series of meditations will be developed on every continent during the upcoming seminars, so if
you were not in Europe, do not worry, you will soon discover them).
Within the series of seven meditations presented to us last Summer, the fourth one invites us to:
“Focus on the power and strength of our body and its exceptional ability to harmonize itself, to heal
all diseases and to keep its harmony regardless of any outside attacks”.
Some people wondered if this meant that meditation could be a substitute for any medical treatment since it is said that our body has the ability to cure itself of all diseases. This is not the first time
in the history of the movement we face this kind of question and, quite obviously, the answer is still
the same: it is preferable not to end a medical treatment without the approval of one’s doctor, while
also seeking the advice of other doctors (at least 3 of them in total). Whether you are suffering from
physical or psychological illness requiring medication, the rule is the same: it is not recommended
that you decide to terminate a treatment on your accord without medical supervision. But it is your
fundamental freedom to decide to do so, even if your doctors disagree with your choice to end your
treatment. In this case, it is recommended that you have regular medical check ups to see if you are
indeed able to improve your health and not putting it at risk because you stopped taking your medication.
If a doctor prescribes a treatment whether pharmacological or surgical, you have the option of
asking the opinion of another doctor, two doctors is even better before accepting this treatment to see
if they also think that this treatment is really necessary or not.
Everyone has the freedom to take his medication or not. However, you should know that when
you begin a treatment and then decide to terminate it, it is very important to check with your doctor,
10
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because it is possible that stopping a medication too suddenly may have undesirable consequences.
Most doctors will respect your decision to terminate a treatment prematurely if they think there is
not too much risk for you, and they will tell you the way to do it. In other cases, doctors may advise
you not to terminate a treatment especially if there are emotional and behavioural risks. This is particularly true of psychopharmacological treatments, such as those used for bipolar disease, psychotic
disorders, or major depression. This is also the case of narcotic based medications used in cases of intense pain. The same goes for diabetes, hypertension, and heart disease. A sudden withdrawal without
supervision can be exceedingly dangerous.
That said, the teaching of our beloved Prophet about the meditations remains absolutely right.
One must simply be aware that in spite of all the efforts we may set forth and all the discipline we may
have, we are subjected to physical and emotional stress on a daily basis and that could temporarily
disrupt our biological balance. We must also be aware that all of us have more or less inherited some
genetic deficiencies from past generations. We must never forget that the genetic codes of many of our
ancestors have been damaged because of living conditions, hygiene and various poisonings.
Meditation has outstanding virtues and science proves it more than ever. However, our Prophet
has always been clear on one point: if you were born with a missing arm or if you lose it in an accident, no meditation will ever make it grow back. Meditation will help you stay in harmony, whatever
your living conditions. Only science can either offer you prosthetics or, in the near future, thanks
to genetic manipulation and stem cells, allow you to rebuild your missing arm. The same is true in
all aspects of our existence. Let us never forget that science is our religion and that even if medical
science, just like all other sciences, is still very primitive, it is nonetheless responsible for much of the
extraordinary improvement in our quality of life and our life expectancy.
Meditation and science are not only compatible, but most certainly and in many areas, they are
very complementary.
Wish you great meditations,

11
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News from the Raelian Planet
Japan
After the August 6th celebration’s party in Hiroshima, Japanese Raelians went to the Hiroshima
Peace Park to give some free-hugs.
This little girl came on her own will and kept
this pause for about 5 minutes with Fusae Shigeta.
Australia: No-To-Pope action

last July

The pope was visiting Australia back in July and
millions were spent by the Government which triggered the ire of many in the country. The government
then voted a quick law saying that no protest against
the pope during his visit would be tolerated...
After learning about the ban on anti-pope protest, Rael declared: “It is time for all Australian people who love their freedom of speech to prepare antipope banners and go into the street on this day. It is a question of numbers, if thousands of people
actively protest these anti-freedom laws then the police and government will not be able to do anything.”
Here is a report by Eden on how the Australian Raelians welcomed the Usurpator...
Luxifer, our guide for sexual minorities (see picture on
the left)decided it could be strategically advantageous for the
ARM to join other groups who were also opposed against the
pope’s visit to Australia and form the NotoPope Coalition.
This strategy proved to be extremely successful. Within moments of launching our coalition and its intention the media
were there, interviewing us and presenting our objections. It
was a fantastic awakening experience, to work with various
groups, all with their own particular focus, but coming together to work as one. It was a powerful lesson that showed us
how we don’t have to be the Long Ranger of dragging humanity into the 21st Century. “It was a thrill
to be amongst non-Raelians who share and were supportive of our views. One could almost hear the
walls of the Vatican crumbling around us as we stood there with our signs, placards and brochures,”
says Gerry Area Manager and Guide for Sydney.
12
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“There was overwhelming support for
our message and an acceptance of our presence. I saw that not only are Raelians dissatisfied with this archaic institution, but so
are many members from different organisations even from within the churches themselves!
The build-up was intense and results
were uncertain, but nobody could have
guessed the phenomenal success this action
would produce! Being involved with the
NO TO POPE coalition was an amazing
experience!”
The star attraction of the
day, was of course, Pope Alice,
who describes herself as the
‘physical manifestation of extra
terrestrial consciousness’ – an
artwork by Luxifer. She entered the parade and the cameras went crazy! Look closely
at her stole and you will see six
freedom fighters, our Beloved
Prophet of course included.
(Gandhi, Martin Luther King,
Aung San Suu Kyi, Frida Kahlo
and Nelson Mandela)
About 2000 Sydney siders turned up to support the NotoPope day! People were boldly expressing
their dissatisfaction holding up their own signs and placards in a courageous display of disapproval.
What a privilege it was to see this wonderful show of color and consciousness. The Raelian presence
was the strongest. Saul, our guide from Brisbane provided us with wonderful professionally presented
signs which made our message captivating for the media. The media were drawn to the color and and
controversy as bees to honey. It was a dream come true to be interviewed on who we are and what we
hoped to achieve by this protest. Our presence did not go unnoticed at press conferences with our
‘illegal’ t-shirt slogans circulating the globe. How happy that made us!!
Raelians from all over Australia came to be part of this historical action. All bringing their color
and consciousness to the day. This action showed how we can connect with others to bring about a
14
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faster and stronger change, showing us that we are not alone! (In so many ways!!)
Brent Jarvie from the UK added:
Not only content with making waves in Australia,
the actions of the Australian team have been captured
in the newspapers here in London (and also Swiss paper
Blick). With a headline: “Haven’t seen God, But Got
the T-shirt”, this photo of our beautiful angel Eden was
spotted in not only one but 2 newspapers herein the
UK with a daily combined distribution of approximately 100,000.
This photo also appears on the papers website and
invites comments regarding the action against the visit
from the Pope and the laws governing protesting and
annoying pilgrims:-))
Love Brent.
Summer is also time for gay prides...
here the London Gay pride in pictures

Marcus and Brent

15
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Mexico Aramis
The Gay Parade in México was a blast! And
Raelians were there representing ARAMIS and
giving the messages out!! It was a great success!!
This is what Veronica Arellano responsible
for ARAMIS tells us:

The day of the parade Monica Rosales and
I met very early at 7:30am to pick up the beautiful pink balloons which were printed on one
side with Rael.org and the other side with Our
Beloved Prophet’s words: “Love sexual differences because they enrich and enhance humanity” After that Monica and I split so that she
could pick up the big truck we rented and set the banners, one in each side
of the truck. The back of the truck was open and Monica decorated with all colored balloons with
the support of Rafael and 2 sympathizers. Meanwhile I picked up the sound system and the flyers.
By noon everything was ready, Conny, Carlitos, Julio Cesar, Silvestre who arrived a couple of hours
later and even though we were expecting more of the heterosexual raelians other sympathizers and
friends of all of us were helping us. . There were 200 thousand people supporting the parade.. Gay,
Bisexuals, travesties, transgender and hundreds of
heterosexuals
were there, all was a fantastic party full of color and
music. All of us were giving flyers away and then
Julio Cesar climbed to the top of the truck and did
some acrobatics with the printed balloons. Some
TV cameras were there taking the truck and the two
big banners which had a big turquoise symbol and
the raelian page. By 3pm we had finished with all
of the flyers.. more than 100 thousand people saw
us, got a flyer or received a balloon at the end of the
march, when we gave all of them away.
What a fantastic day, we had so much fun!
16
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A few days later, the Mexico team participated at a March Against Homofobia in the City
Our gigantic banners called the attention of
many people who immediately wanted to have our
fantastic flyer with more information. Once at the
end, when we reached the panel of the march the
Raelian Movement, as well as ARAMIS were mentioned, by the conference man! We were interviewed
by 4 medias!! All this success thanks to the cooperation of all the Raelians that were there. Rafael,
Monica, Francisco, Aleman, Carlos Conny, Gudelia, Miguel, Ruben, Gabriel who came all the way
from Veracruz to participate, and everyone!!.
As soon as we stretched the banners with the
slogan “If your religion discriminates you, de-baptize yourself!” And “Love to differences builds peace
– RAEL”. Reporters from several newspapers and magazines started taking pictures of them. Since
this was the first international march against homofobia, and also because the regular Gay Parade
was just two weeks before, there were not many participants, maybe 130 organizations from all
over the world, from all over Latino America, Europe, France, Canada, Haiti, Egypt Us and others,
there was a fabulous variety of people there. Some
political parties also participated. Fortunately we
were positioned very close to the front of the march
and when it all started there were reporters and TV
cameras every where taking shots at our banners.
We gave interviews to Univision, one of the largest
TV networks in all of Latin America, channel 22
in Mexico, Radio Red and Radio UUNAM one of

the most important Universities in Mexico,
the interview was for the research center.
The long walk was harmonious and peaceful. We gave away the flyers and had fun
watching the reaction of the people, spe17
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cially the flyers that talked about de-baptism.
We finally arrived to ‘el zocalo’ in down town square, where there was a big stage, there were a lot
of people taking the stand to talk about the reasons of this demonstration. It all turned very emotional
and we could feel the love and unification of everyone.. someone said, Homosexuality is not a sickness, but homofobia is.. Just what our beloved Prophet says.. everyone was clapping and screaming. I
felt as if everyone was finally opening to the Messages of Love from the Elohim.. If was just as if all of
the people there were connected by their love. There was a wonderful fraternity between the people,
in one single thought of respect towards the differences.. there was a minute of silence for the people
who had died of AIDS and we all stood there while it started to rain. We could feel the loving emotions raising to the sky.. Later there were some artists and music bands. I sure hope next year we will
be up there on stage giving a little message too.
The march ended there, and we all gathered and went for a late dinner. We just couldn’t stop talking about the great experience we all had. I thank you all, Norma, our Continental lider for ARAMIS
who helped us from afar, Maricarmen, our National Guide and everyone.. I feel so happy for all we
did!
Thank you Elohim for letting us be at your service.! Amor,
Veronica, Aramis-Mexico
A new diffusion leader for Mexico City
Assisted by Ruben, Silvestre and Monica, Rafael Mitre Ponce is the new
diffusion leader for the megapolis Mexico city. With its 20 million inhabitants, this city is among the densest populated areas in the world and its size
rivals that of many countries. The most important media are located there,
which guarantees a continent-wide coverage of our revolutionary events,
even in the US where millions of “latino” immigrants live... Arriba Mexico !
Daniel Turcotte
Continental Guide for Ixachitlan
The raelian family grows in Cuba
After the Chabot, Gary and Aymonier families, here comes the Prats !
It was thanks to the wonderdul actions of Marc Letourneau that Eduardo Prats heard of the Messages while he was living in a distant Chicago suburb. That discovery promises to make a difference
in Cuba. Having relatives in Cuba and traveling there every year, Eduardo and his brother Alejandro
have spread the Good News! Their brother and his wife were interested and discovered themselves
18
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Raelian. The Cuban Raelian Movement has officially launched.
When you travel to a country where the Movement
does not exist yet or is developing, please inform your
continental Guide! He will forward to the local continental Guide, who will probably have a mission for you.
It feels so good to be in the action. Seize all opportunities to spread the message, or even better: create them!
With all my love,
Daniel Turcotte, Continental Guide for Ixachitlan
On the picture,
from left to right: Eduardo Prats, guide-assistant in Chicago; Raul
Prats: Eduardo’s brother who lives in Cuba; Anneris Sanabria Rodriguez: Raul’s companion, who lives in Cuba as well; Alejandro
Prats: Eduardo’s and Raul’s brother, level 1 Raelian who lives in
Chicago.
A short note from Paraguay
On a mission in Paraguay, we went to the Presidential Palace to deliver a request for the Embassy (see picture), as well as
to the Ministry of the Interior.
Great things are in preparation in this country!
David Uzal
National Guide of Brazil
Gotopless - errata
In contact issue #352 that portrays the gotopless action in the US, a wrong report was made.
The Gotopless logo was attributed to Claude
Chevey and the website to Cameron. In fact, it
is a precious member of Cameron’s team who
designed the logo and the artistic aspect of the
website: Jules Windfield from the UK; We all
thank you warmly, dear Jules, for the beauty
you bring to many of our actions... Please accept our apologies for this mistake.

About LA... our best thoughts to Philip Lambro who is recovering
at hospital from a stroke. A few weeks ago, he was telling us that the
music industry was re-discovering him;
“I’m kind of surprised, but I guess it’s true; additionally ,my song that
I did to the late great Paul Francis Webster’s words CANDLES IN
THE WIND which Andrea Baker recorded has been programmed
on 60 jazz stations; to the consternation of Elton John & Bernie
Taupin who ripped the title off our song and dropped the -S- when
we were all at MCA in 1973. As Shakespeare scribed “Cursed be he
that moveth my bones.” Faithfully, Phillip
Congratulations dear Philip and our best wishes for a fast recovery!
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Clitoraid, San Francisco
By Florence Laudoyer

The month of June in San Francisco
is always filled with abundance of love,
differences and colors since June is entirely dedicated to celebrating Gay and
lesbian month with all sorts of different local events, such as special parties,
gay and lesbian movies, naughty gathering like masturbate-a-thon, and well
of course the huge gay pride parade on
Sunday the 29th which is always preceded by the annual dike march on
Saturday. The dike march starts with a
rather large community of lesbians all meeting at Dolores Park in the gay district of
San Francisco called the Castro district. They all gather during the afternoon before marching in the
streets of San Francisco in the evening and so it was of course the perfect opportunity for us, Bay
Area Raelians, to go there and set up a booth for CLITORAID right in the middle of the action surrounded by hundreds of loving and wild clitorises …hehe…
Did you say you wished to adopt me?? Hmm…about adopting someone’s clitoris and be responsible for this women’s pleasure for the rest of your life??? Anyone???..hehe…well, we did have some
people quite eager to give…hmm…and that felt reeeeeally good :-)
Thanks to Felix, Logan, Lia, Juan, Norma, as well as Pierre Paul Bourque who was in the Bay Area
for a few days, we touched the hearts and consciousness of hundreds of curious women and men…
what a fun afternoon!! Thanks also to Banyan
since he made the entire structure that was
holding the big banner and so we could be seen
from far away :-) The next day we gathered for
our monthly movie gathering “CineZen” and
we had the pleasure to welcome a man who had
stopped by our booth the day before. He loved
our interaction and energy and wanted to join
us for more fun :-)
Wishing you all infinite pleasure and may
all these amazing feelings be dedicated to our
Beloved Creators and for our loving Prophet
for bringing us together…yeahh!!
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Erotica LA

Los Angeles, Ca. is home to many things! On June 6th it was home to the largest Adult Expo in
the Nation called Erotica LA ! Clitoraid was asked to be a part of the event! Our National Guide Lara
with the help of the L.A, Vegas and San Diego teams set up our Clitoraid booth and began what was
to be a Fantastic weekend together bringing awareness of F.G.M to the people attending this event.
I must say this was my 1st time at Erotica and had no idea what to expect. This was fun for all… as
people walked pass our booth and saw our Clitoraid Banner and t-shirts you could see the expression on their faces and comments like “No thanks I have my own” ha ha. But as our team shared the
true meaning behind the name and this tragedy occurring to women around the world donations
were made to help change lives! Not only did our own beautiful girls create and attract crowds, even
other exhibitors! Beautiful Sexy women would come up and ask if they could donate pole dances attracting crowds for photo shots and more donations to the cause! And we had several radio and TV
interviews. We were a ray of consciousness! Thank you to everyone who helped to make this event
successful!
By Jeri, leader for LA
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Italy, Namaste, because an act of love can change the world
What a wonderful adventure to
spread love on this planet! At the end
of the seminar 62 in Rogla, our Beloved Prophet entrusted us with the
mission of increasing love around us,
reminding us that “ Love, the more
we give the more we receive…give it
to those you don’t expect anything in
return and you’ll become billionaires
of love… the pockets of love will never
empty, because the more you’ll give
love the more you’ll receive… and the
more you’ll become billionaires of love
and the more this planet will become
a planet of love. Then the Elohim will
come back!... the Elohim entrusted me
with a mission and I entrust you with the salvation of this planet. Do it with love to save those who
hate us and you’ll see you’ll put on wings, because you’re
all angels: “angelos”= messenger. You’re all the messengers of the messenger of the messages of the Elohim and
you’re here to save those who hate us”…
Right away these words inspired me a flood of ideas
and back home from the seminar, with my team, we
put to practice an action to increase love around us. We
called it : “Namaste Diffusion”, a street diffusion to pay
tribute to all human beings and give a little bit of love,
hoping to initiate a new and healthy habit in people’s
behavior: greeting a person in a reverence with hands put
together, which moves our Prophet a lot when someone
practices it. An act full of respect and refinement that can
contribute to lower the violence around us. Everything
influences us and so does this refined way of greeting
each other, which was passed on to us by our Creators..
It puts us in such a state of grace that refines our body
and mind, and raises our level of consciousness, which is
what the world needs the most nowadays!
22
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For this event we printed an explanatory flyer with references to the messages. A press release was
sent and we made sandwich posters with the slogan “Namaste- because an act of love and respect can
change the world”… for months, in downtown Rome, we tested with success this new diffusion that
resembles the famous “free hug” which went around the world thanks to the internet. My dream is to
see the Namaste Diffusion go around the world, through the internet and our actions in the streets,
hoping to increase people’s awareness of respect, religiosity and love.
Here is how the diffusion works: we are all dressed in white, and in the crowd busy with shopping
on a Saturday afternoon, some of us give explanatory flyers, while others do the reverence with their
hands put together to all the people passing by, giving them a beautiful smile and a look full of love.
To prepare ourselves we visualized all the human beings as if they were our Creators, because they are
at the image and resemblance of the Elohim. So each passer-by received the same reverence full of love
and respect that we would offer to an Eloha.
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Even if this gesture is not really understood by people, it’s fully explained in the
flyer. We still leave a positive impression, because people feel our charisma and many of
them thank us, others stop to read our posters, asking questions or making comments
like: “Hey, they are the people of the free
hug !”.
Many people responded to our gesture
with the same respect doing the reverence,
others were fascinated by our respectful gesture and they thanked us with a smile, nodding their head. An old lady even caressed
my face, while young people were having
fun trying to imitate us…everything influences everything and maybe they will keep on practicing
among themselves.
For months, the white knights of Rome, armed with their eyes full of love and a message instead
of a sword, spread love, greeting people with a reverence their hands put together to pay tribute to
the creation of the Elohim. They sensitized the rediscovery of the original greeting that shows respect
and religiosity. They influenced people towards refinement to raise their level of consciousness and of
course spread the message. When one can see the eyes of the Elohim when looking in people’s eyes,
one can only love them and honor them with a reverence in front of so much beauty, and human
divinity! Like proud farmers we have spread a little bit of fertilizer of love on an arid soil in order to
fertilize it and prepare it for the seeding of these values that will make a new humanity blossom …
By Roberta Pucci- Guide for Italy

Switzerland celebrity touch
Following a lovely dinner shared together with Nora, Naima, Kimpa Vita, Chris, Romaine( JeanMarie’s friend), Jean-Marie, Eva, Anthony, Sandra and our dearest Guide Gerard, we went to the
European Folk festival taking place in Martigny that day ...
At the festival, Kara, a famous Senegalese performer, was giving a concert. His new album is untitled Welti Bamboule. As we arrived, we could hear one of his songs speaking about happiness « happiness is found within » he was singing. ... I waited until the end of the concert to meet him. Sandra
and Kimpa came with me to give the book along with a little cherry on top of the gift, a picture with
the whole band. Kara, the singer was very touched by my present... I gave him a little summary of
the Messages and he said that he would use it to inspire his new songs…
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We danced, laughed and vibrated together in Love
Kisses
Sakina,
France, Clitoraid at Africajarc
Mohamed Benamara was the one
who first discovered a flyer promoting Africajarc, an African music Festival while
in the Toulouse subway. A lady gave him
the flyer saying that the event was going
to take place in Cajarc in the province of
the Lot in Southern France. And that is
how everything started.
We agreed to all go to the Africajarc festival on Sunday July 27th, 2008
with Momo, Bruno Giscard, Jean-Marc
Aymé, Jean-Louis Laval (from left to
right on the picture that J.Louis took)
myself and Chantal.
J. Marc built a large sandwich
board on which we placed 2 big posters, one on each side. We set it up at the entrance of the main passage way of the festival under the
plane trees. We gave out all the flyers in our possession, a whole 482 of them !
We primarily targetted the people of African origin that were passing by ) but also the booth
keepers , shop keepers and as many attendees as possible .
J. Louis focused on those who set up the stage for the evening show on the shore of the Lot
river.
To my knowledge, only 2 « light skin » couples , one of them from Belgium ( !), reacted negatively
to our flyers, saying that we were sick, sect members bla bla bla...
One of the ladies said that she was shocked by the name « Clitoraid » without being able to
explain why !! The meer number of flyers that we gave out was a very positive thing in itself , and as
Bruno pointed out, no flyer was found littering the ground.
Momo attracted all the women around him :))) I did not know he had so much charm!
A few people stopped by to strike a conversation with one of us. For example, a French man who
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volunteers in a Mali village with his group. A Dutchman with whom I spoke English and who promised me he would promote Clitoraid among the Somali women he happens to know in his country.
I also had the chance to meet the 3 head organizors of the festival, some of them not so young, but
all very interested
Kissed to all, Chantal
France - MedocMarathon
This year, a team of raelians ran the Medoc Marathon and proudly bore the colors of Clitoraid. Herve Bibens, head of
the Clitoraid running team
went on stage to introduce
his team and the cause they
represented… what an ingenious idea ! More than 8,500
participants listened eagerly
to his speech and gave him
warm applause. Clitoraid
was also represented by a
magnificent float decorated
by the talented Josephine
. The float transported the
beautiful Lili-peace dressed
as a dream prin-

cess. The whole scenery was the source of
a commotion just before the race as people
were all rushing to taking pictures of the
marvellous site.
The race finally started and throughout the marathon, our team of runners received many encouragements from those
behind them and those passing them.
It was a wonderful event, most participants were wearing the craziest costumes
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while running, sometimes creating a major handicap for them during the 26 mile race. The atmosphere of the event was fun and relaxed and allowed for a great diffusion… our valiant team took full
advantage of it throughout the day.
Thank you to all those of you who put in the effort to prepare to run this marathon. It is not easy
to train in the vineyard of the South West of France and to resist the temptation of trying great wines
as you are running by ; it is not easy to ignore Saint Estephe and have the pride to wear your Clitoraid
jersey until the finish line. Our National Guide, Pierre Gary, lead by example accepting the challenge
of running the marathon with us.
Marc Girard, our regional guide, wishes for the team to partake in this event once again in September 2009 in the light of this experience and to be even better next time .
Spain - diffusion on the Balearic Islands
Formentera, the smallest of the Balearic Islands, has
been the target to diffuse the Messages of our Creators, the
Elohim. The place I chose is a “Hippie” market which is
always full of visitors and which each Sunday takes place in
the little village of “La Mola.
Jules Verne, genial novelist who foresaw many scientific
events, chose the village of La Mola to develop his novel
“Hector Servadac” (or trip around the solar system).
During the diffusion there were lots of people showing
interest, and one of them, a Frenchman said: “Ah, c’est
Rael”. In another occasion, a seller inquired about the “interesting symbol” which I had around my neck. I gave him
the messages, had a small chat and gave him our website’s
address. He showed a lot of interest. :)
When I arrived at Formentera, my dream was to find at least one person to whom I could give
the messages, and my wish came true. Dreams inspired by our Beloved Prophet; dreams, that thanks
to the huge honor I have of being an instrument and bringer of this virus of love, has just created new
connections in a human being who didn’t know the messages yet... It is a “dangerous” epidemic for
primitivism and obscurantism, an epidemic which will bring health to the planet.
Thank you Rael. Thank you Elohim.
Love
Friend (in the picture with the book of the Messages)
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Practical interreligious cooperation in Germany
From a local interreligious peace meditation in Freiburg to an international conference in Geneva
By Bettina Hell, National Guide Germany

On September 2nd, we participated at the Geneva Conference Interfaith Cooperation and Protection of Human Rights and Dignity, organized by the Universal Peace Federation, UPF. Our representatives from the Raelian movement were: Bettina Hell, Bärbel Laier and Richard Rowe from Germany, Philippe Chabloz from Switzerland and Jean Pierre Saulnier and Marilyn Canin from France.
It is interesting to know, how we got there, as it is an example how local initiatives may have national or even international consequences.
In may, I decided to start interreligious peace meditations in Germany. The idea was to invite
other religious groups to a common peace meditation. The purposes were multiple: to get in contact
with other groups, to create a local event, to invite anybody who would like to participate in a very
important work spreading peace and harmony. The idea was to focus on what we share in common,
therefore, these meditations are hosted by a different group each time and we do not proselytize during the event – of course, people ask and we share our opinions.
Thanks to my assistant, Bärbel Laier, our first interreligious peace meditation took place in Freiburg
on Sunday, the 27th of July, at 11h. We were hosted by the Tibet Kailash House, a Buddhist group in
Freiburg, which were, together with the local Osho-followers, the first to join in our project. We had
invited every single religious group and community we could find the addresses of, all the Christian
churches, the Jewish and Muslim communities and of course, all minority movements and groups.
On Sunday 27th July, we also welcomed representatives from the Baha’i, the scientologists, the Sri
Chinmoy community. We were surprised to learn that at the same place at 11h, exactly one year before, the Dalai Lama had inaugurated the Stupa in the Tibet Kailash House in Freiburg. We decided
to continue these meditations together with the present representatives every three Months, the next
will take place in October.
When we came home from our Raelian summer seminar in Slovenia, I found a personal invitation for the Interfaith Cooperation Conference in Geneva on my desk. Organized by the Universal
Peace Federation, originally created by the Revered Moon, this conference was a closed conference,
supported by the United Nations.
The purpose was to bring together different religious groups and civil social leaders to celebrate
the 60th anniversary of the declaration of human rights and to demonstrate how religion can contribute to peace instead of creating conflict.
On the agenda were the creation of an “interfaith council” which was to simulate the role of such
a council within the UN, the signature of a “Interfaith declaration on peace and human rights” and
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of course a lot of opportunities to discuss the possibilities of interfaith cooperation. On Tuesday, the
conference was closing with the creation of the GIIA, the Geneva Interfaith and Intercultural Alliance. The GIIA founding president is the Ambassador of the Philippines, his Excellence Makarim
Wibisono, together with eminent members of the Universal Peace Federation.
Due to the late reception of the invitation which came from the Basel office of the universal Peace
Federation who did get our Invitation for the peace meditation in Freiburg through the local office of
the scientology Church, we could participate the second day of the conference. We were welcomed
very kindly and our photograph, Stefan Tillier, got even promoted to the official conference photographer.
We could make some comments during the questions and answers sessions and Philippe Chabloz,
National Guide for Switzerland had the opportunity to transmit the messages to Mahaupasika Dr.
Bongkot Sitthipol. She leads her own Buddhist mediation centres in India and Thailand and teaches
thousands of people how to meditate.
The conference was organized by representatives of the mainstream religions, but the situation
of minority religious groups was raises thanks to Willy Fautre, the director of Human right without
frontiers and Peter Zöhrer, the president of the Forum Religious Freedom Europe who called “sectophobia” a European phenomenon which was growing more and more.
Karl Meier, a German politician stressed the problem of the lack of respect of human rights, even
in the European Union itself, especially by causing the death of immigrants at its frontiers.
When I asked how the minority religious could integrate themselves in organizations like the
UPF or the GIIA, the answer from the founding members can be called rather cautious than straight
: “we will have to consider the human rights ourselves, too”.
I was happy when the local UPF representative from Basel came up to me afterwards, stating that
my question was not really answered and they surely wish to cooperate with us. Our next meeting is
fixed for in 3 weeks…..And of course, we all could speak with people involved in inter religious cooperation and in the work of the defence of human rights, which are as we know well, not respected
in our countries.
I hope this is the beginning of a cooperation which will bring numerous fruits. And if the mainstream religions still hesitate to accept real diversity in their international organizations, maybe it is
time to launch again an international cooperation of minority religious groups?
Bettina
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